
Repair  of Tektronix FG502 (Report created by the reader Peter from Rottweil for www.amplifier.de)

I discovered this FG502, which is in pretty good condition on the outside, a few months ago in the bay 
across the pond.

The seller posted very good pictures. It all looked fine, buttons on, plastic frame OK. You rarely see it 
otherwise.
The diagnosis given was something like this:
"FG502 for spare parts or repair. Whatever I do, no signs of live. There is no output nowhere"

First thought is: yes, yes, let's take a look at the power supply, it can't be anything big!
Second thought: do I need something like this? Actually not because I have an FG504. I only need this 
very rarely!
Then the usual: but would do well on the shelf!
Well then, it just so happened that I bet $35. (The euro was still worth a lot!).
After that I didn't look at the FG at all while the offer was active. The surprise was big when I suddenly
became a buyer ($30.05).
In my experience, the FG502s always sell fairly well at auction. So there was an additional $40 freight, 
this time I was spared customs.
While the device was on the way, I got the manual from BAMA. The schematics were decipherable. 
Then the most important passages such as functional description, circuit diagrams and assembly plans 
were printed out and studied in advance what the Tektronix people had come up with in the 1970s. A 
short note in advance: You must have had something with diodes, a real grave! (But partly brilliant!)

When I had the FG502 in my hands I was surprised. Really excellent condition. Looked almost new, 
hardly any scratches etc.



Then the first attempt was made: side panels open, FG502 plugged into to the extender card and turned 
on.
What happened: nothing . . . , no control lamp, no smoke.

Continue systematically from now on.
Measure voltages (the electronics require two symmetrical voltages).
+20 V, -20 V and deriving from +17 V and -17 V. According to Murphy, the first disappointment 
follows promptly: FAULT IS NOT THE POWER SUPPLY.

Everything is right there, not even any change parts.

Now go deeper. A few basic knowledge in advance will help.

The “original” signal is a triangle waveform. The sine is derived from this.

The rectangle is generated on the FG502 by a transistor (Q 290) switching a diode bridge. But that is 
irrelevant here.
A triangle waveform is generated by charging and discharging a capacitor through constant current 
sources.

This is done with the FG502 with this circuit.

Q140 is the positive current source, Q175 is the negative. Both transistors are controlled via an 
operational amplifier.



At the + input of U140 there is a voltage between +7 and +17V.
A voltage of -7 to -17V corresponds to the + input of U175. These voltages are exactly symmetrical 
(fine adjustment during calibration) and are set using the "Frequency Dial".
These voltage values should also be checked if necessary.

The resistors or capacitors framed in bold are switched using the "Multiplier" switch.
According to the description in the manual, the current sources are switched via the diode bridge. With 
approx. +8V at the connection CR 140 and CR 170, CR170 conducts, CR 140 blocks and the capacitor 
is connected via Q140 and
CR 146 loaded.

When the positive level on the capacitor reaches a certain value, the above mentioned voltage is 
switched from +8V to -8V. CR140 conducts, CR 170 blocks and the capacitor is discharged via the 
negative current source Q175 and CR 175. When the negative voltage across the capacitor reaches a 
specified value, the cycle begins again

That's the description in the manual. In practice, these switching voltages are closer to +- 4 to 5V. 
Unfortunately, a "small" detail was left out. More on that later!

Advantage of this circuit: the voltage value at the capacitor is symmetrical to 0 volts. This simplifies 
the circuit complexity in the further amplifier stages. No level conversions are required.

Triangle generator. Complete "core circuit"



The part circled in red has been previously described.

The triangle signal is passed to FETs Q200 and Q202. Q202 is switched as a constant current source. 
The signal picked up at the source of Q200 goes to a DC amplifier (Q204 and Q210).

The signal is sent from the collector Q210 to the triangle-sine converter (C 350).
The triangular signal is picked up at the emitter Q210 for further amplification (to S 150).

The triangular signal is also picked up between the resistors R214 and R216 in the emitter circuit Q210 
and applied to the base of Q230B via a compensated high-pass filter. Q230B and Q230A together with 
Q292 form a fast switch. This circuit determines at which level of the triangular voltage the current 
sources are switched, i.e. the aforementioned switching voltage of +8V
switches to -8V and vice versa.
The circuit diagram makes it clear that this is a self-contained amplifier loop.

The search for errors therefore is not easy, because where to start? Are there voltage specifications or 
oscilloscope waveforms in the circuit diagrams? Total nil!

All active components are soldered in, only the two FETs Q200 and Q202 are in a socket. Soldering in 
and out and checking the transistors is undisputed. Remember Murphy's Laws!



Now further: attach the defective FG502 to an extender card. Connect. The inside of the device must be
accessible. Switch on the oscilloscope with the 1:10 probe and TM5xx.

Finding the measuring points or components to be measured is quite easy with a printed site plan.
First check the voltages + 17V and - 17V DCPL1, they are OK here.

Measure voltage at input Q200: positive approx. 2 volts.

This can mean that:
     1. the FETs Q200 and/or Q202 are defective.
     2. the positive power source (Q140) is on.
The latter is confirmed in my case by measuring the voltage at R155 (to the left of the diode bridge) or 
collector Q292. Here I measure approx. +5.5V.
Question now: what next?

After some pondering, I came up with the following idea:
why not open the loop and inject a signal at an appropriate point?

Aid: FG503 or FG504 in triangle mode would be ideal. Output signal amplitude 1.5 to 2.5 volts p-p. 
Not higher initially; Caution is advised. (Possibly a sine wave will do as well) Frequency: a few KHz
are OK.

Mark the FETs (Q200 and Q202) (they are selected parts!), remove them and feed the signal supplied 
by the FG504 or FG503 at the connection point Drain Q 202 and Source Q 200 into the socket via a 1 
Kohm resistor!
In any case, make sure that the signal supplied does not have a DC component - i.e. no offset!
Check signal at emitter Q210. Is OK in my case, it has about the amplitude of the signal fed in.

At the base of transistor Q230B, the signal from Q210 is also present at approximately the same level. 
So far it's OK.





Turning to the signal at emitters Q230A and Q230B: no objections here.



Now on the Q230A collector



The phasing is OK. but otherwise?

I can't really make sense of the signals at the collectors of Q230 A and B. Transistors are considered 
classified OK because the signal present at the base of Q230B and Q230A appears at the collectors. 
(Error not excluded).

And its "counterpart" Q230B



Q290 is driven and shows at least one reaction at the collector.

continue to Q290



I had already measured this + 5 volts before. (See above).

As already mentioned, according to the description in the Tektronix manual, a signal switching between
+8V and -8V should appear on collector Q292.
The limitation to these values is provided by the diodes CR300 to CR312 and CR302 to CR314 
together with the resistor 8298.

Switch off the FG502 and measure R298 and the diodes with the ohmmeter. All values in the green 
area and I only have to reach for the soldering iron!

Desolder Q292 and take it to the transistor test station. Yes, unfortunately defective!

First of all, good advice is welcome. In "Repair Tips" it is suggested to replace these "old" plastic 
transistors with available types like BC247 or similar.
Yes, if it were all that easy! Sure, there may be results here and there, but is the device still what it was 
originally?

and to Q292



A search of the internet revealed this Q292 (TEK # 151-0302-00) to be a 2N5769. It's not that easy to 
replace. The switching, storage and clearing times are not entirely without. The thing was built in the 
1960s to 1970s, after all.

The best in my range are: 2N2368, 2N2369A, 2N2222A. and something older like BSX49.

Two different cross ref. tables state 2N2369A or 2N2222A.

Before the transistor is soldered in, I measure the collector resistance R155 (820 ohms).
To my surprise, this has 80 ohms, so it has reduced its value to 10%. No external traces, so desolder 
and replace with correct value.

First, a transistor socket was soldered in place of the Q292 and the BSX49 was plugged in and.... 
hooray! A rectangle at collector Q292!

Now plug the two FETs back in correctly and the output of the FG502 via a cable to the oscilloscope. 
Selector switch open: the triangle symbol, "no offset", "multiplier" to 10A3, "frequency" to around 
2KHz. The output signal is available!

It is now a question of determining the most suitable transistor. For this I plugged in one after the other 
and examined the signal at the collector Q292 on the oscilloscope.

Maximum Frequency the FG502 can reach: 6MHz.

For each transistor used, I also measured the maximum achievable output frequency by setting the dial 
to 11 (MHz). For the BSX49, the end of the road was around 9MHz.

For all recordings, the signal to be evaluated is at the top of channel 2. The 0 volt line at grid 5.



First 2N2368: The switching point of the diode bridge can be clearly seen at the zero line. The negative
part reaches almost -3 volts!



2N2222A: switching point clearly visible again., negative part almost reaches -4 volts.



This ended my (researcher) activity and a complete calibration of the device followed inevitably.

If a frequency counter is connected to the trigger output, the cable on the counter should be terminated 
with 50 ohms. At higher frequencies, reflections can occur in the coaxial cable.

During the adjustment of the sine output, I could not initially reach the required voltage. The 
adjustment trimmer C450-11MHz amplitude- had plate closure in some positions and was replaced by 
a ceramic trimmer from the parts box

The whole comparison is quite simple. Unfortunately I don't have a spectrum analyzer. So the question 
of harmonic attenuation remained open. You just adjust to the best form!

So in practice everything looks a little different than the theory in the Tektronix Manual wants to tell 
us. I thought about the little "snags" when crossing the zero line and came to the following conclusion: 
when the diodes in the bridge are switched, the current that previously flowed into the time-
determining capacitor flows out via Q292 or R155.

"2N2369A": this makes the best impression although I expected a "nicer" signal and would have 
wished. The maximum output frequency was also highest with this 2369A (11.5 MHz).



Yes, and because of plus/minus approx. 8V at collector Q292! But 4 volts will do it too!

Finally, the warning light mentioned: defective bulb. Here I use a white 3mm LED, it fits exactly. To 
limit the current, an 820Ω resistor is soldered in series with the diode to the soldering point where the 
connection wire of the light bulb used to be.  (Note by translator: I think 820Ω is too low, it gives about
20mA into the LED.  You may wish to use a somewhat larger resistor.)

It was fun to repair a nice device again.

The next project is ready!

(original German version at: 
https://www.amplifier.cd/Test_Equipment/Tektronix/Tektronix_500/Reparatur Tektronix FG502-1-
com.pdf )
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